Innovation Day’19
15.10.19

On the occasion of the birth anniversary of visionary and well acclaimed proponent of innovation
India , former president , Dr. APJ Abdul kalam, Maharaja surajmal institute of technology(MSIT)
celebrated innovation day initiated by the MHRD innovation cell, govt of India. The event was
attended by prof. K.P. Chaudhary, director of MSIT and faculty coordinators along with the students.
In keeping up with the pursuit of making occasions memorable and beneficial , various events were
organised . The topics touched quizzing from various subjects of environment , farming mathematics
space research. There was a poster making competition and best quotes on the theme of
-“INNOVATION,THINKING OUT OF THE BOX”.
Speaking of the occasion ,professor K.P. Chaudhary, director sir, MSIT highlighted the significance of
celebrating the innovation day. Also prof K.P. Chaudhary, IIC President said that the IIC ,UBIIC, at
MSIT are paving ways for the innovators and entrepreneurs by creating an innovation ecosystem in
the region. He put forth that the aim of establishment of the IIC ,UBIIC is to provide the institutional
support towards realising the entrepreneurial endeavours of the youth and encourage them to think
beyond the conventual .Further then the members of our very own society entrepreneur cell came
to foster the entrepreneurship among the students .Their main motive was to ideate ,invest and to
inspire Through this approach, the entrepreneurship cell enables members to consider the
implementation ideas of our peers against or own organizational problem-solving practices.
More to the event , they invited the winners of smart India hackathon 2019 which actually proved
to be extremely successful in promoting innovation, out-of-the-box thinking in young minds,
especially engineering students across India .There were 8 members in the team by which every one
of them gave their insights and shared their success stories, inspired us and made the radial impact
on the students.

The faculty members and students of the institute, who attended the event, were highly benefitted
by the knowledge shared by the speakers. We are thankful to the Management, SMES and Dr. K.P.
Chaudhary, Director, MSIT for their kind support and encouragement to organize the event. The
event was highly appreciated by the participants.
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